10 September 2019

COLLEGE NOTICE

ASSISTANT PROVOST (ACADEMIC PROMOTIONS)

Professor Peter Lindstedt has accepted appointment as Assistant Provost (Academic Promotions) with effect from 1 October 2019, for an initial period of three years, succeeding Professor Nigel Gooderham.

Reporting to the Provost, Professor Lindstedt will be responsible for leading the annual academic promotions exercise for the College, working in conjunction with the College’s Consuls, Deans, and HR colleagues.

Professor Lindstedt received his PhD from Imperial’s Department of Chemical Engineering, where he went on to work as a Research Associate. He then joined the Department of Mechanical Engineering as a Lecturer, and was promoted to Professor of Thermofluids in 1999. Professor Lindstedt has served as Head of the Thermofluids Division, Director of Research and Deputy Head of Department. Most recently, he served as Consul for the Faculty of Engineering and the Business School and then as Senior Consul for the College.

Professor Lindstedt’s current research interests include methods for the prediction of particle size distributions of particulate matter from automotive and aero-engines, heterogeneous surface-fluid interactions leading to material degradation and deposits, catalytically active materials, highly reactive fuels and the transition between different combustion modes as may occur under ultra-lean conditions and in high performance devices.
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